Ashling exhibits at Embedded World 2018

27th February, 2018 – NÜRNBERG, GERMANY. Ashling showcased its latest high performance debug tools at this year’s Embedded World exhibition, an ideal event to learn about the latest technologies and trends in embedded processor IP, software, programming tools and applications.

Ashling offers a wide range of tools and services for all well-known embedded processors and architectures, including ARC®, ARM®, MIPS®, Power Architecture, RISC-V and Secure Controllers.

Be it security for electronic systems, distributed intelligence, the IoT or e-mobility and energy efficiency – Embedded World represents the whole world of embedded systems. This is the 16th year of Embedded World, the leading exhibition for the international embedded community. In 2018 Embedded World continued to grow, with a record number of exhibitors (1,021 companies from 78 countries) and visitors (32,217).